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Harvey™ dlX™ Stethoscopes 

Both the double- and triple-head Harvey dlX stethoscopes are 
specifically designed to accentuate important sounds and enable 
you to hear cardiac, pulmonary, and vascular sounds without 
relying on difficult variable-pressure techniques. the Harvey dlX is 
equipped with dual-bore tubing that creates two uninterrupted sound 
channels and works with the optimally weighted brass chestpieces 
to transmit a full range of physical sounds. providing clear, crisp 
sound, the Harvey dlX helps enhance your auscultation capabilities. 

 ■ New longer 28" length full-range, cardiology/pulmonary stethoscope
 ■ available with double-head (brass bell and flat diaphragm) or rotatable 

triple-head (brass bell and corrugated diaphragm) chestpieces
 ■ pediatric chestpieces available
 ■ chrome-plated brass chestpieces and binaurals
 ■ rotatable binaurals and interchangeable comfort sealing ear tips
 ■ triple-leaf binaural spring encased in polyurethane allows 

size adjustment while preventing breakage
 ■ latex-free
 ■ dual lumen 

5079-321 Harvey dlX, triple Head, Black (28")

5079-322 Harvey dlX, triple Head, Burgundy (28") 

5079-323 Harvey dlX, triple Head, Navy (28") 

5079-324 Harvey dlX, triple Head, Forest green (28") 

5079-325 Harvey dlX, double Head, Black (28")

5079-326 Harvey dlX, double Head, Burgundy (28") 

5079-327 Harvey dlX, double Head, Navy (28") 

5079-328 Harvey dlX, double Head, Forest green (28")

5079-325P Harvey dlX, double Head, Black, pediatric (28")
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Flat dIapHragM

unique, tightly-contained  
diaphragm is optimized for  
higher-frequency, critically  
important heart sounds  
like murmurs, clicks, and  
ejection sounds. 

corrugatEd dIapHragM

the corrugated diaphragm  
is especially good for  
detecting lower-frequency 
sounds, such as rumbles,  
gallops, and ejection sounds.

trIplE-HEad ModElS

get complete flexibility  
and efficiency by placing  
a bell, flat diaphragm, and 
corrugated diaphragm  
at your fingertips.
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Harvey™ dlX™ Stethoscopes: accessories

5079-336 comfort Sealing Ear tips (large), Black 

5079-337 comfort Sealing Ear tips (large), Navy 

 5079-338 comfort Sealing Ear tips (large), Burgundy 

 5079-339 comfort Sealing Ear tips (large), Forest green 

5079-113 Hard Ear tips, Extra large 

 5079-314 comfort Sealing Ear tips (Small), gray 

 5079-233 comfort Sealing Ear tips (large), gray

5079-108 Name tag 

 5079-370 diaphragm assortment, Harvey Holographic, adult, Four colors

5079-272 tubing for 28" Model, Burgundy 

5079-120 tubing for 28" Model, Black

5079-305 tubing for 28" Model, Forest green 

 5079-273 tubing for 28" Model, Navy 

 5079-274 Binaural/Spring assembly, Burgundy 

 5079-121 Binaural/Spring assembly, Black 

5079-307 Binaural/Spring assembly, Forest green 

 5079-275 Binaural/Spring assembly, Navy

 5079-104 Flat diaphragm only 

5079-05 corrugated diaphragm disc only  

5079-319 diaphragm assembly 

 5079-318 Bell chestpiece assembly 

 5079-316 pediatric chestpiece assembly 

5079-315 Harvey dlX accessory Kit (Includes: pediatric chestpiece,  
Flat diaphragm, corrugated diaphragm, one pair of Soft Ear tips,  
one pair of Hard Ear tips)

5079-124 pediatric diaphragm disc only

5079-370
diaphragm assortment

5079-120
Black tubing




